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Reading Philosophy
Three Ways of Reading
Active/Subjective
Used primarily for reading creative writing (poetry, novels, etc.)
"get a mental picture"
"put yourself in the shoes of the characters"
find a way to relate the story to your own personal experience
We don't ask whether the story is "true" but:
The author's intentions do not matter (mostly):
Can I relate to this?
armchair psychoanalysis
race, gender, class-based critique
What do I get from the story?
What are the themes/morals?
Do I like this? (thumbs up/down)
This way of reading is subjective but active.
Reading is more about the reader's (hopefully informed) reaction to the text than the
text itself.
That's okay.

Passive/Objective
Used primarily for reading informative writing (textbooks, simple directions, instructions,
etc.)
description, relations of fact, history or science textbook, instructions
Passive, tends to be boring
We don't make interpretations, or try to "relate" the work to our own
lives/experiences.
We simply take in facts, with the expectation that they hold regardless what anyone
might happen to think or feel (e.g. that water is fundamentally two atoms of Hydrogen
plus one atom of Oxygen is a fact that is not contingent on any subjective feeling or
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opinion.)
Thus we can say that the reading style is objective, but passive. We gain knowledge of
facts, but we do not contribute to the discussion in which they arise.

Active/Objective
Used for philosophical writing (also political platforms, laws, contracts, policies, and
regulations).
We will use this style of reading in this class.
Philosophical writing is based in argumentation--the back-and-forth exchange of reasons
for and against positions in order to determine which view among those under
consideration has the strongest claim to rational assent.
This type of reading requires active reading with an objective mindset.
Philosophy is rooted in dialogue. Any particular text one encounters is part of a discussion
that partially contextualizes what is said.
In a more advanced class, your own research would be aimed at learning what has
been said in the conversation in order to gain knowledge of that context.
Since this is a beginning level class, the instructor will help out with the context so
that you can focus on developing the other skills we will be working with as we study
our articles.
Once the context is settled, understanding what the speaker is trying to say is a
pre-requisite for any intelligent response.
We learn philosophy not by passively watching the dialogue, but by participating in it.
Philosophy has to be read not passively, but actively.
Practically:
You should be looking for arguments.
You should be looking for concepts to test against objective criteria (e.g. counterexamples, logical coherence, consistency, fit with established facts, etc.), not
against subjective (i.e. personal) experiences or feelings.
You should be focused on getting the author right. What was the author actually
trying to say?
If you misunderstand the author, your responses carry no weight because they
exhibit the straw man fallacy.
Who the author was as a person is less important than what he or she might have
discovered.
Hence gender/race/class-based critiques do not have as much purchase in
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philosophy as they do in other disciplines.
Case in point: Immanuel Kant.
Kant himself was a racist, sexist, xenophobe.
Miraculously, he managed in his moral philosophy to hit upon a
conceptual foundation for the human rights of all persons on earth,
regardless of race, gender, nationality, etc.
If we let who Kant was as a man stop us from using his philosophical
discoveries, we "throw the baby out with the bath-water", so to speak.
We can and should reject Kant's truly awful "anthropology", but this
doesn't stop us from surgically removing and then developing good
ideas from his moral philosophy.
Another example:
What if the inventor of anti-biotics had been an anti-semite?
Anti-semtitism is wrong and we should oppose it always and
everywhere.
Should we discard anti-biotics and the incalculable benefits they bring
to humanity because the person who discovered them was a sh*t?
Isn't it better to use anti-biotics, and to share that knowledge with all of
humanity?
If so, then the same rule holds for philosophy. The result is that…

The worth of any philosophical position is measured in terms of
the quality of the arguments for it and it's resilience in the face of
reasoned dialectical opposition, over time.
You are taking this class precisely because it will help you develop the set of
skills needed to evaluate argumentative quality.
Philosophical positions are your training implements for developing your skill set. You will
improve by sparring with the best arguments available.
This is a valuable skill set because it requires you to read very carefully, with an eye
towards the logical relationships between ideas and conditions and to understand before
you react.
Political platforms, laws, contracts, policies, and regulations will all become easier to
understand if you improve at this skill.
As it improves your sense of well-structured argumentation, it will also help you become a
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more effective writer, speaker, and reasoner. These are skills that make you better at
whatever it is you choose to do in life.
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